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Queenship 60
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an Fritz knows a beautiful boat when he sees one. The first time he laid eyes on
the design he would eventually launch as the Passagemaker 60, he was instantly taken by
the pleasing bow lines, the nicely proportioned superstructure with a Portuguese bridge
protecting the pilothouse and a retro stack reminiscent of vintage Feadships, and the stern’s
comely canoe shape. The concept drawing, from the board of Vincent A. Mausset, was a
design for a two-stateroom “gentleman’s yacht” measuring 50 feet LOA. He called it the
Atlantique 50.

It isn’t unusual that Fritz began evaluating the design’s strengths and weaknesses for the
cruising marketplace the moment he saw the drawing. Since founding Queenship Marine
Industries in 1992 in Maple Ridge, British Columbia, Fritz and his colleagues have
produced hundreds of sophisticated, seaworthy, high quality custom and semi-custom
vessels ranging in size from 70 to 142 feet for a demanding clientele. In Fritz’s view, there
was a lot to like about this new boat, including the fact that the renowned naval
architecture, design, and engineering firm of Sparkman & Stephens was taking a leading
role in project development.

He wanted to know more about the conceptual designer, who lived in Hong Kong, was
an artist at heart, and intuitively understood design. At one time, Mausset had designed
and raced his own Formula Series race car. Several years passed and Halvorsen Marine
built the prototype Atlantique 50, but success in numbers was elusive. When the time
seemed appropriate, Dan Fritz approached Vincent Mausset and struck an agreement to

Sea Spirit’s new Queenship Passagemaker 60 blends mid-20th-century styling
with leading-edge hydrodynamics and luxurious amenities
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Equipped with a single 340hp Lugger L1276-A2, the
Passagemaker burns 5.1gph when running at 9 knots,
with an engine speed of 1285 rpm. The approximate
range, using 90 percent of available fuel, is 3,341 nautical
miles. A variety of factors including, but not limited
to, weather, condition of the bottom and running gear,
engine efficiency, and generator use will affect actual
fuel usage and range.

HULL NUMBER 1
The efficiency and beauty of the Passagemaker 60

were not lost on Ed Koethe, the owner of hull number 1,
either. A longtime boat owner, he had started boating
with his father when he was 8. After being discharged
from the service, he bought his first craft, a wood
Thompson with an Evinrude 50 outboard, and did a
lot of boating around Ohio. Like many owners, he
continued to step up in size through the years, his largest

vessel being a 46 Bertram motoryacht that he picked up
in Miami and took back to Cleveland, where he and his
family spent most of their time on the Great Lakes.

“We did the ICW many times on other boats after 
my Bertram delivery trip and currently have a Boston
Whaler 31 in Ohio and a 26 American International CC
in Florida,” Koethe said. “We’re taking the Passagemaker
60 to Alaska this summer to rendezvous with our
daughter’s family at the Grady-White cruise in
Ketchikan. In the fall, we plan to work our way south
along the coast, hang out in San Diego for a while, then
transit the Panama Canal and head up the East Coast. 

“We plan to spend next winter in Florida and the
Bahamas,” he continued. “In the spring of 2009, we’ll
motor up the East Coast into the St. Lawrence, then
down into Lake Erie, where we’ll spend the summer.
I’ve taken this boat from Anacortes to Vancouver and
back again in some nasty April weather. It rides an aft
quartering sea of 6 to 8 feet quite comfortably, and will
take the same on the nose without being tiring.”

Through the years, Koethe thought he wanted to do
some long-distance cruising. To make sure, he and his
wife booked passage on a 60-foot converted fishing boat
cruiser from Sitka, Alaska, to Bellingham, Washington,
to see if they could cope with life at 9 knots for a long
coastal trip. The boat stopped frequently along the way,
poking into nooks and crannies no cruise ship would
ever venture into. 

With his desire for a fuel-efficient, 9-knot boat
confirmed, he researched all the brands, saw the story
on the Atlantique 50 in the October 2004 issue of PMM,
and fell in love with the styling. He contacted Bruce
Johnson at S&S, expressing his interest in the design and
wondering if it could have another stateroom and
more room in the saloon. Johnson subsequently put
him in touch with Dan Fritz, who was building the
Passagemaker 60 along those exact lines. “This is a
spectacular design,” Koethe said, “and Dan has been
responsive and honest with us through it all.”

A COMPLETE LAYOUT
Typically, the layout of the Passagemaker 60 includes a

fully covered aft deck, symmetrical port and starboard side
decks that are well protected by the overhanging flybridge,
tall bulwarks with large freeing ports merging seamlessly
into a Portuguese bridge walkway, and a spacious foredeck
with room for one or two anchors. Access to the saloon,
and the galley on the same level, from the aft deck is
through a single hinged door. The optional wide-body
layout eliminates the port side deck from the aft cockpit to
the steps leading up to the Portuguese bridge, providing
the wider saloon and galley that Koethe desired.

build a new line of yachts, Passagemakers, inspired by the
original concept and many of Mausset’s ideas.

“I wanted to build Passagemakers for many years, and
have always loved revitalized classics,” Fritz said. “Some
fashions constantly resurface, certainly in architecture
and similarly in boat design. From the great look to the
S&S pedigree, I knew this design had a lot to offer.” To
that end, Fritz and several talented colleagues formed
Sea Spirit, a company collaborating with Queenship to
“work closely with established, high quality boatbuilders
in North America, Taiwan, and China and to provide
production management, financing, marketing, technical,
and post-delivery support” for the Passagemaker series
of elegant cruising designs.

Fritz’s goal was simple: try to perfect the design
into one that’s easy for a couple to operate, safe and
comfortable for friends and family members aboard, and
destined to generate great pride of ownership. He wanted
higher bulwarks to protect the covered side decks, a large
flybridge for entertaining and operating on pleasant days,
and increased livability, including a new wide-body saloon
option, featured on the boat I toured. Fritz specified that
the new design needed three staterooms instead of two,
plus more room in the saloon and pilothouse. He would
later include a two-stateroom model as well.

Under the guidance of Bruce Johnson, Sparkman &
Stephens’ executive vice president and chief designer, a
new set of molds was designed and built to give the new
Passagemaker 60 more length and volume. It also gained
three new sisterships: a 51 and a 75 that resemble the
lines of the original Atlantique 50, and an 88 that
is a bit more complex in its overall proportions but
nevertheless of the same design scheme. Getting there
was a labor of love for Johnson.

“We tank tested the new 60 ourselves, trying out a
number of different bulbous bow and stern solutions,”
Johnson said. “The new integral swim platform was born
out of multiple transom section tests. It helps minimize
squatting, adds waterline for increased speed potential, and
offers good boarding and storage options. The bow bulb
tests were very interesting. It surprised us to see, even in
the 51, how much resistance was minimized by various
bulb shapes and sizes. We settled on a bulb with an
upside-down teardrop shape, which is more forgiving
in a seaway when it reenters the water.”

Fritz describes the hull shape as “slippery, somewhat
reminiscent of a sailboat hull without the deep keel,” but
not forgetting the substantial full-length keel and hefty
shoe protecting the prop and rudder. Seen on the hard,
the bottom certainly has similarities to the ventral surfaces
of dolphins and killer whales, a comparison that Fritz
also makes.
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Top: The substantial antenna mast folds down to an overall
height of 20 feet above the waterline, which means t he
Passagemaker 60 can clear the lowest fixed bridge on the
Erie Canal. Above: The flybridge helm console is designed
with the compass and multifunction display positioned
correctly for fast, at-a-glance course and position updates.

With four heavy-duty, bollard-style cleats, four large freeing
ports with vertical line rollers, and a Maxwell VRC-3500
anchor windlass in a molded mud pan, this is a working
foredeck. There’s storage beneath the bench seating.
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doesn’t interfere with storage or access in the lazarette,”
Fritz said. “Overall, the swim platform is designed to
keep the fuss and muss outside the boat.”

Entrance to the aft deck is through a pantograph
transom bulwark door that dogs down securely from the
inside. A pair of built-in settees for two with stowage
beneath, Sunbrella cushions for comfort, and individual
folding teak coffee tables flank the centerline transom
door. Infills in the seat and table turn this area into a
large, U-shaped settee. A stainless steel ladder with teak
treads leads upward through a hatch to the boat deck—a
real boon when you’re offloading or retrieving the
dinghy with the crane. A hatch in the teak-planked
aft deck sole gives quick access to the lazarette.

Large, lightly tinted side windows with built-in boxes
for shades or blinds let loads of light into the saloon
and provide great views for guests or crew seated aft or
working in the galley forward. Extensive use of satin-
finished teak, some of the tightest and finest grain wood
I’ve seen in a while, gives the interior a warm appeal that is
at once traditional and modern. Crown moldings are used
extensively, an attractive custom touch that could be easily
overlooked. A large overhead handrail makes passage
forward and aft in a seaway that much more secure. 

The Koethes’ selection for interior wood throughout

the boat was teak instead of American cherry or makore,
an African-grown cherry. Overhead lighting includes
variable-intensity AC and 24VDC halogen lighting
from BCM, standard throughout. A built-in desk in the
starboard aft corner that’s equipped with an owner’s
choice maple burl surface, plus a Wempe ship’s clock,
barometer, and hygrometer/thermometer set, is a great
place to catch up on paperwork while enjoying the
excellent view aft and to starboard. The built-in cabinet
located just forward of the desk houses a 32-inch, wide-
screen, flat-panel HDTV on an automated lift. Opposite,
the Koethes’ choice of a freestanding leather sofa and
recliner adds exceptional comfort and support for
relaxing guests. 

The owners also elected to include a day head 
to starboard, just forward of the TV cabinet, which
minimizes the need to trek through the pilothouse to
reach the other heads on the accommodations level.
A Raritan water-saving freshwater toilet system, solid-
surface countertops, cabinets above and below, and a
Kohler faucet are standard features.

The galley is U-shaped, with a long breakfast bar
separating it from the saloon. Large, modern appliances
from GE are standard, including a 27-inch convection
oven, 30-inch electric cooktop, range hood, teak locker-
encased countertop convection/microwave oven, and a
36-inch, side-by-side upright refrigerator/freezer. A
deep Kohler double-basin stainless steel sink with
faucet and built-in sprayer, Miele dishwasher, Broan
garbage compactor, and a garbage disposal round out
the galley hardware list. Countertops on the boat I
toured were owner-selected black granite, placed above
an extensive selection of stowage lockers supplemented
by overhead lockers. For the chef who needs even more
storage, there’s a cleverly hidden pullout pantry locker in
the narrow panel just inboard of the refrigerator, plus
two more tucked into the companionway to port, just
below the handrail, making good use of available space.

In the pilothouse (or wheelhouse, as Dan Fritz
appropriately terms it), stout sliding aluminum side
doors provide quick access to the side decks; both doors
feature highly polished stainless steel dogging wheel and
internal locking mechanisms, as well as stoutly latched
opening windows. They are nicely finished with teak
that matches the exquisite, clear-grained wood used
throughout the interior for all of the built-in furniture,
bulkheads, and trim. The sole in the pilothouse, and
throughout, is solid teak planking. Fit and finish for all
of the cabin doors and many of the locker doors,
which feature beautifully crafted raised panels, is superb
everywhere on the vessel. Just under the steps leading to
the flybridge, there’s a hanging locker for wet foulies.

It’s just three steps up to the pilothouse, which rivals the
saloon for space and is generous enough in size to have
several options of its own. For instance, you can elect to
have a very large, L-shaped settee aft of the helm that’s
raised up so as many as six family members and friends
can enjoy the excellent views out the forward and side
windows. Those who make overnight passages may want
to opt for a pilot berth against the aft bulkhead and a
slightly smaller settee (that was Ed Koethe’s choice). And
if you contemplate having professional crew aboard full or
part time, there are two options for quarters between the
galley and the helm, leaving an observation bench as guest
seating in the pilothouse.

Climbing the interior stairs and opening the watertight
door allows access to the flybridge, which is dominated
by a large decorative stack and an instrument mast that
folds down to permit 20-foot overhead clearance. This
last feature allows Koethe to take the Passagemaker 60
through the New York State Canal System and will cut
roughly 1,000 nautical miles off his planned trips to and
from Lake Erie. The view from the flybridge helm is
excellent all around, but because of the large boat deck
overhangs, only the experienced helmsperson will dock
from the bridge. With the wide-body option, side tying
usually occurs to starboard, and it would be wonderful to

have a wing station set into the starboard corner of the
Portuguese bridge to give the helmsperson a better view
alongside and aft of the dock or slip. Fritz explained that
remote thruster controls are planned.

A sink and ice maker to port of the helm are two parts
of the outdoor entertaining package. On the port side
of the stack, a locker door opens to reveal a pullout
barbecue, which locks out as well as in, with a fold-up
service table alongside. On the boat deck, the portside-
mounted crane and the dinghy on the centerline face
forward, making it easy to position the dinghy next to
the swim platform after it is lowered to the water. There
are optional designs that show room for a hot tub or an
aft bench seat, with the crane and dinghy athwartships.

Boarding from fixed docks will likely take place
through an opening gate in the bulwark on the starboard
side. If you spend a lot of your time where floating docks
are the norm, the teak-planked swim platform will be the
access point of choice. Inside the platform, there’s a
central locker where you can store fenders and crab
traps, or a built-in optional bait tank where you can also
keep bait and crabs, plus a retractable swim ladder in
a pocket. Two large pop-up cleats are provided for
securely tying up the dinghy. “We can also include a
passerelle that is nestled down in the swim step, which
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Well protected by the extension of the boat deck above, the aft deck cockpit has a pantograph door on the centerline for access
to the swim platform. With inserts, the curved bench seats and matching tables each become one large segment.

High bulwarks with teak handrails, the bridgedeck overhang,
and good nonskid make passage fore and aft safer.
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drawn to this cabin. Bowing to the contemporary,
there’s a built-in TV in a frame that swings out on
hinges for a better viewing angle from the berth. The
adjoining head is equipped with another Raritan
water-saving freshwater toilet, an enclosed shower
stall with seat and removable grating, and top-of-the-
line Kohler shower fixtures. There are clever under-
counter storage areas on either side of the washbasin,
perfect for stashing a toiletries kit or two to keep the
counters clear.

The second guest stateroom is set to port, equipped
with over-under berths just right for those younger
cruising guests. It also has two opening ports, a desk,
stowage, and a hanging locker. The cabin shares
access to the head compartment with a door opening
onto the companionway. Just opposite, there’s a
locker housing an Asko combo washer/dryer below
and shelves above for supplies.

Amidships, the Koethes selected the full-beam
master stateroom with a twin settee to port. Two
cedar-lined hanging lockers flank a desk to starboard,
and two pairs of Man Ship stainless steel portholes
provide light and ventilation. The island berth has a
custom, 6-inch-thick foam mattress, perimeter drawers
and bulk stowage compartments beneath, and
contemporary BCM reading lamps. A 23-inch, flat-
screen TV mounted to port is hinged to swing out
and lock in place for easy viewing, whether you’re
watching from the settee or from the berth. On the
boat I toured, the private head compartment had
granite counters and a white, bowl-style washbasin,
plus a glass-enclosed shower with seat, Kohler
shower fixtures, and an additional rain shower fixture
overhead. Toli heavy-duty vinyl flooring is used here,
as well as in the forward head, for good slip resistance.

ENTERING THE HOLY PLACE
On the port side of the berth, one finds a sound-

insulated engine room access door with a viewing
porthole. In the center of the engine room is a single
Lugger 1276-A2 producing 340hp, with a power
takeoff (PTO) to supply the hydraulic Wesmar or
Keypower bow and stern thrusters and stabilizers.
Other engine options are available from Cummins,
John Deere, Caterpillar, or Volvo. The boat I toured
also had a Wesmar hydraulic get-home motor that
was powered off either of two 20kW Northern
Lights generators, with sound shields flanking the
engine installation farther aft. Still, there was plenty
of room to move around the engine room and swing
a wrench, although a smaller engine and only one
genset would make things even roomier.

ROOM FOR EVERYTHING
Stowage is found at virtually every turn, including

a large dedicated chart drawer in the base of the
pilothouse settee. There’s more room to store stuff under
the settee cushions and in cabinets beneath the helm
console. Three large Furuno screens, a built-in keyboard,
and a host of smaller instrument faces are arranged
neatly on the console, with room left over above the
windows (meaning you could opt for larger screens if
desired). An optional automated, swing-down television
screen is recessed into the pilothouse overhead to port,
so folks can enjoy their favorite videos while others
watch in the saloon at the same time. Red lights
overhead illuminate the console for night operations.

Three large, synchronized electric windshield wipers
with washers keep the laminated safety-glass windshields
clear of salt and spray, while a windshield defroster
system tied to the heating and air conditioning system
prevents the interior surfaces from fogging. The signature

six-spoke cherry wheel is mounted on the centerline of
the boat, with the digital throttle, bow and stern thruster
controls, and get-home engine controls just to starboard.
Koethe and his wife, Carole, opted for twin Stidd helm
seats for comfort on long hauls.

You’ll find a full nautical signal flag collection stored in
pigeonholes directly ahead as you descend the starboard
stairs to the accommodations deck. Located on the
inboard side of the stairwell, behind see-through
Plexiglas panel doors, is the split-bus 120 and 240VAC
and 24VDC electrical distribution panel, with independent
electric bilge pump auto/manual switching, circuit
breakers with backlighting, battery bank indicator
gauges, and more.

The forward VIP stateroom has a large island berth on
the centerline, a cedar-lined hanging locker, and—my
favorite—twin port and starboard opening Man Ship
stainless steel portholes set in planked ceiling strips. If
you like traditional wood finishes, you’ll find yourself
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Above: Oustanding visibility through a sweep of 270 degrees, comfortable lounge seating on a raised pedestal, and a spacious
helm with room for state-of-the-art glass bridge instrumentation make the wheelhouse a popular venue among guests and crew
alike. Opposite page top: Seen from the foot of the staircase leading to the pilothouse and looking aft, the saloon offers excellent
views of surrounding waters, good handholds for moving about in a seaway, and a pleasant mix of colors and textures: teak sole
planking, granite countertops in the galley, and raised teak panels on built-in furniture and locker doors. Opposite page middle:
Leather furniture and a comfortable Persian rug selected by the owners lend an air of homelike comfort to the saloon. Opposite
page below: Clear-grained, book-matched teak of exceptional quality graces the owner’s stateroom, which features a large,
cedar-lined hanging locker, a chest of drawers on the starboard side (not shown), and a comfortable settee to port.
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Alaskan fishing fleet. And we make sure that the running
gear is totally protected on the Passagemaker 60.”

A quick look at the main engine, surrounded by
stainless grabrails and equipped with an emergency 
Y-valve bilge pump, shows excellent access to all sides 
as well as to the transmission, Aquadrive anti-vibration
flexible coupling, and the Wesmar Get-Home System
mounted on the Aquamet stainless steel shaft. Dual Racor
fuel-water separators with a vacuum gauge and manifold
valve assembly to permit filter changing under way, as
well as the Reverso 150gph fuel polishing system, are
located along the inspection paths for easy access. The
fuel transfer system is well marked to permit ease of
transfer among four fuel tanks totaling 2,105 gallons. A
central chilling unit for the Cruisair reverse-cycle, chilled-
water air conditioning units and the fire suppression
system are found aft, as is the second watertight door
leading from the engine room to the lazarette. 

There’s also excellent access to the rudder head and
hydraulic steering gear, the bow thruster, and the
Glendinning Cablemaster (there are four shorepower
inlets, two at each end). Incoming power passes through a
50-amp Charles Industries 93-IsoBoost marine transformer
to increase low-voltage dockside power to 240VAC. A
Xantrex/Trace Engineering 4,000-watt automatic
inverter/charger helps keep the 8D 245-volt sealed
batteries in top condition. There are two batteries for
starting the main engine, two for starting the genset, and
four for the house and inverter. High quality, tinned,
multistranded copper cable is used throughout; all
electrical components are well bonded; and GFCIs are
used on all exterior, galley, and head receptacles.

The science of sound attenuation is taken seriously on
the new Passagemaker 60. Engines and gensets are set on
isolation mounts, as are all motorized equipment and
pumps, to inhibit structure-born sound. In the engine
room, the inboard sides of the fuel tanks, the hull sides,
bulkheads, and overhead are covered in application-
specific, engineered layers of acoustic dampening materials

finished with an exterior layer of white perforated sheet
aluminum. An additional layer of Quadzero Wavebar
flexible foil-face noise barrier is added to further reduce
noise transmission to the saloon sole. The results: 65dBA in
the pilothouse at cruise speeds, and 69dBA in the saloon.

OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES
The hull, decks, and superstructure of the Passagemaker

60 are constructed of handlaid-up fiberglass in new molds
by the knowledgable management and skilled workers of
the Sea Spirit/Uni Shine facility in Zhuhai, China. Blister-
resistant gelcoat is used for the initial layer. A solid
fiberglass laminate is used from the keel up to 10 inches
above the waterline, while the topsides and superstructure
sides are vacuum-bagged with A-500 Corecell for reduced
weight and increased strength. The longitudinal stringers
and transverse frames are engineered foam core with
heavy fiberglass reinforcement.

There are notable features to point out in the layup.
The rubrail is structurally integrated into the hull
laminate and is later given a 2.5-inch, oval stainless steel
rubbing strake for additional strength. Four watertight
bulkheads—collision, forward engine room, aft engine
room, and aft lazarette—are built in excess of ABS
standards to help ensure integrity in case of collision. For
each of the five compartments, there’s a pair of low- and
high-water bilge pumps, and each is wired to alarm panels
in the pilothouse, on the bridge, and in the master cabin.

Suffice it to say that this well-found, full-displacement
cruiser has made a complete circuit: from conceptual
designer Vincent Mausset to naval architect and engineer
Bruce Johnson, and from builder Dan Fritz to owner Ed
Koethe. The yacht has emerged as a distance-capable
design that is at once beautiful to the eye, luxurious in
amenities, and comfortably livable. 

With three other sizes waiting in the wings, all
Sparkman & Stephens designs, the Passagemaker
series from Queenship and Sea Spirit seems destined
for success.

“The engine room layout on this particular 60 is very
functional, but the straight alleyway we had to the
lazarette was impinged by the PTO jutting out from the
second genset,” Fritz said. “You gain more space with a
250hp engine, and you only lose about half a knot in top-
end speed. You also don’t need the 33hp, 20kW genset
to run the boat’s electrical systems, but it does allow you
to reach 4.7 knots on the get-home hydraulic engine,
something Ed Koethe wanted. What do I tell those
customers who want two small engines? We preach the
gospel that good fuel filtering, good hull and engine
maintenance, and a single engine with a completely
protected shaft will keep you safe, as safe as most of the

Passagemaker 60

PASSAGEMAKER 60
LOA 63' 3"

LWL 57' 6"

BEAM 17' 2"

DRAFT 4' 11"

DISPLACEMENT 108,680 lb. (full load, approx.)

BRIDGE CLEARANCE 23' 10" (mast up)

FUEL 2,105 U.S. gal.

WATER 400 U.S. gal.

HOLDING TANK 150 U.S. gal.

GRAY WATER 130 U.S. gal.

BILGE WATER TANK 60 U.S. gal.

GENERATOR 20kW Northern Lights

ENGINE 340hp Lugger 1276-A2

MAXIMUM SPEED 10.7 knots

CRUISE SPEED 9.8 knots

ORIGINAL CONCEPT DESIGN Vincent A. Mausset

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE/

BUILDER Queenship by Sea Spirit

BASE PRICE On Request

For more information:
Sea Spirit

27222 Lougheed Highway
P.O. Box 10, Station Whonnock

Maple Ridge, British Columbia V2W 1V9
604.888.6178

sales@ssqueenship.com
dlf@ssqueenship.com

•

ENGINEERING Sparkman & Stephens Inc.

Top: Access to all sides of the 340hp Lugger, the dual Racor
fuel-water separators, the Reverso 150gph fuel polishing system,
and the fuel manifold transfer system is outstanding. Above:
The integrated swim platform, wide-body saloon extension, and
large boat deck are seen clearly from the aft port quarter.
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